Visual ability for sine waves and other narrowband stimuli shows an oblique effect-worst performance at obliques, best at horizontal and vertical orientations. Recently, we have shown that with broadband stimuli (either 1/f a visual noise or natural scenes), performance for detecting oriented content is worst at horizontal, best at the obliques, and intermediate at vertical orientations (a ''horizontal effect''). This horizontal effect has been explained by a cortical contrast normalization model that is both local (over orientation and spatial frequency) and anisotropic (due to a numerical bias of neurons with different preferred orientations). Here, the bandwidth of content at which an oblique effect or horizontal effect occurs was assessed in two suprathreshold matching experiments conducted with 1/f a noise stimuli filtered with a triangle increment function of varied bandwidth (16 levels of orientation and spatial frequency bandwidth). The results provided further support for the local anisotropic normalization model in that an oblique effect was observed when a fairly small range of orientations and high spatial frequencies were tested and the horizontal effect was observed for broadband increments P20°o rientation bandwidth and P1-octave in frequency. At intermediate spatial frequency and orientation increment bandwidths, a blend of the two anisotropies was observed.
Introduction
The standard computational description of striate visual processing has been couched in terms of a ''linear/energy model'' or ''linear nonlinear (LNL) model (e.g., Heeger, 1992a; Carandini et al., 2005) . The primary mechanisms contained within this model have been derived from the response properties of simple and complex cells. However, there are certain phenomena that have commonly been observed in both neurophysiological and psychophysical experiments that such a model cannot predict. Some of these include: (1) Relative response saturation (Albrecht & Hamilton, 1982; Sclar, Lennie, & DePriest, 1989; Sclar, Maunsell, & Lennie, 1990) ; (2) contrast gain/gain control (Ohzawa, Sclar, & Freeman, 1982; Ohzawa, Sclar, & Freeman, 1985; Sclar et al., 1990) ; (3) achromaticnchromatic pattern adaptation (Blakemore & Campbell, 1969; Campbell & Kulikowski, 1966; Maffei, Fiorentini, & Bisti, 1973; Movshon & Lennie, 1979; Pantle & Sekuler, 1968; Robson & Kulikowski, 2001; ; (4) ''cross-orientation'' or ''overlay'' suppression (Bauman & Bonds, 1991; Bishop, Coombs, & Henry, 1973; Bonds, 1989; DeAngelis, Robson, Ohzawa, & Freeman, 1992; Morrone, Burr, & Maffei, 1982; Petrov, Carandini, & McKee, 2005) ; and (5) surround suppression (Allman, Miezin, & McGuinness, 1985; Blakemore & Tobin, 1972; Cannon & Fullenkamp, 1991; Chubb, Sperling, & Solomon, 1989; Kapadia, Ito, Gilbert, & Westheimer, 1995; Levitt & Lund, 1997; Nelson & Frost, 1985; Petrov et al., 2005; Yu, Klein, & Levi, 2002) . While this partial list seems quite lengthy, it has been reasoned that only a few modifications of the model are needed in order to provide a more accurate account of striate physiology. The essence of many of those modifications can be conceived of as implementing some form of global contrast normalization (broadly defined) of the responses in striate cortex.
The primary feature of contrast normalization models is that they assume response pooling within a network of striate neurons (typically simple cells) tuned to different spatial frequencies and orientations. The output signals of neurons tuned to a specific spatial frequency and orientation are weighted (i.e., normalized) by the overall activity of the striate neurons tuned to different spatial frequencies and all orientations, thus altering the output responses of that neuron. Essentially this means that the responses of each striate neuron in a given region of visual cortex are normalized based on the overall responses within a given region of striate cortex, corresponding to a given region in the visual field. This form of cortical normalization was primarily introduced by Carandini and Heeger (1994) , Heeger (1992a Heeger ( , 1992b Heeger ( , 1993 , and gained support from subtly different models proposed by Carandini, Heeger, and Movshon (1997 Movshon ( , 1999 , Simoncelli and Schwartz (1999) , Wilson and Kim (1998) , Wilson, Loffler, Wilkinson, and Thistlethwaite (2001) , and Schwartz and Simoncelli (2001) , Simoncelli and Schwartz (1999) , Wainwright, Schwartz, and Simoncelli (2001) , Wilson and Humanski (1993) , to name a few. However, it should be noted that more recent normalization models have argued that the modulation of striate responses arises, not from pooling of neural responses in striate cortex, but arises out of the initial connections between the LGN and striate cortex (Carandini, Heeger, & Senn, 2002; Freeman, Durand, Kiper, & Carandini, 2002) , and still others have demonstrated possible modulation via feedback projections from early extrastriate cortical areas (e.g., Alonzo, Cudeiro, Pérez, Gonzalez, & Acuñ a, 1993; Brown, Allison, Samonds, & Bonds, 2003; Martinez-Conde et al., 1999; Sandell & Schiller, 1982) . While the normalization models referred to above provide reasonable accounts of many of the deviations from the LNL model with highly controlled, and thus rather unnatural visual stimuli, they fail to account for a number of recently documented visual phenomena that occur when broadband visual stimuli such as 1/f a visual noise or natural scenes are viewed (DeFord, Hansen, Sinai, & Essock, 2001 Essock, DeFord, Hansen, & Sinai, 2003; Hansen, Essock, Zheng, & DeFord, 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004 .
Recently, we have provided evidence (as have others, e.g., Cannon & Fullenkamp, 1991; Chubb et al., 1989; Greenlee & Magnussen, 1988; Olzak & Wickens, 1997; Ross & Speed, 1991; Solomon, Sperling, & Chubb, 1993; Thomas & Olzak, 1990) for the existence of even more-localized (i.e., local in the Fourier domain) normalization pools where a given neuron's output is more strongly weighted by other neurons, within its cortical neighborhood, that possess spatial frequency and orientation tuning similar to that neuron. Furthermore, the normalization process is not isotropic Hansen et al., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004) ; the data suggest that an anisotropic normalization process is involved in both the detection and the suprathreshold perceived magnitude of differently oriented stimuli. Specifically, we have shown that humans perceive globally distributed broadband oblique content in natural scenes or other broadband images best and horizontal orientations worst, with vertical orientations being intermediate. This anisotropy was termed the ''horizontal effect'' and shown to exist in terms of suprathreshold salience of oriented structure as well as contrast thresholds and sensitivity for near-threshold oriented content (DeFord et al., 2001 , DeFord, Hansen, Sinai, & Essock, 2002 Essock et al., 2003; Hansen et al., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004 . We have argued that because of the greater number of neurons tuned to cardinal (horizontal or vertical) orientations (with the number at horizontal greater than the number at vertical) and fewer neurons tuned to oblique orientations (Chapman, Stryker, & Bonhoeffer, 1996; Chapman & Bonhoeffer, 1998; Coppola, White, Fitzpatrick, & Purves, 1998; De Valois, Yund, & Hepler, 1982; Li, Peterson, & Freeman, 2003 Mansfield, 1974 Mansfield & Ronner, 1978; Orban & Kennedy, 1980; Tiao & Blakemore, 1976; Yu & Shou, 2000) , otherwise-equivalent broadband content oriented at horizontal, contribute to the corresponding pooled responses relatively more than content at oblique orientations. Thus, because of the inverting nature of the gain-control mechanism (e.g., divisive adjustment of filter output based on the neighboring filters' pooled response), human vision shows a ''horizontal effect'' anisotropy for seeing content in broadband images. On the other hand, when human vision is tested, for example, with narrowband stimuli of few components such as a single sine-wave or square-wave grating, an ''oblique effect'' (Appelle, 1972) anisotropic pattern is observed, with poorest contrast sensitivity or acuity at oblique orientations and best sensitivity at cardinal orientations; with a comparable anisotropic bias when assessed with suprathreshold gratings (Essock, 1982) . This oblique effect anisotropy is presumed to be determined by the greater number of neurons available to detect horizontal/ vertical narrowband patterns (Essock, Krebs, & Prather, 1997) . In short, when there is significant activity in neighboring neurons (i.e., due to a broadband stimulus), the effect of a gain control process localized in the orientation dimension would be significant, resulting in a horizontal-effect anisotropy Hansen et al., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; Hansen & Essock, 2005) . When viewing a narrowband pattern, the pooled response of neighboring filters would be small, resulting in an insignificant gain adjustment, thereby leading to an oblique-effect anisotropy. While it may seem odd that the visual system would be equipped with a bias in the number of neurons preferring cardinal orientations only to use normalization to reduce the sensitivity or the perceived magnitude of those orientations, we have argued that such a mechanism would serve to make novel content (e.g., textures, objects, etc.) segment from background content (e.g., Li, 1999) .
The oriented-broadband image content referred to in the prior experiments Hansen et al., 2003; Hansen & Essock, 2004; Hansen & Essock, 2005) consisted of increments introduced into suprathreshold-broadband imagery (either 1/f a visual noise or natural scenes) by incrementing the amplitude coefficients across all spatial frequencies within a relatively broad (45°) range of orientations in the Fourier domain. In other words, considered in the spatial domain, this resulted in increasing the contrast of spatial content within a limited range of orientations relative to the other orientations present in the imagery. In the present study, we examine how ''broad'' those broadband increments need to be, with respect to both orientation and spatial frequency, to have visual performance show better oblique performance, with worse performance at horizontal (a horizontal effect) rather than showing worse oblique performance (a oblique effect). We assessed this by manipulating the contrast of suprathreshold broadband image content across orientation and spatial frequency and measuring the perceived strength of the altered content as a function of orientation and spatial frequency. In effect, we ask, how much or how strong the spatial content needs to be in a stimulus pattern in order to turn the oblique effect into a horizontal effect? The results are discussed in the context of an anisotropic normalization model comprised of local (i.e., ''local'' in the Fourier domain) separate response pools tuned to similar orientations and spatial frequencies, where the total number of inputs to those pools differs as a function of orientation due to the neurophysiological numerical anisotropy.
Method
Two experiments were carried out, both of which used identical methods and differed only in that different stimuli were used. Both experiments measured human suprathreshold sensitivity (i.e., magnitude of perceptual response to suprathreshold patterns) to stimuli that varied in terms of the breadth of their Fourier content. The breadth of both the spatial frequency and the orientation content of the stimuli was varied independently (four levels each) in a 16-condition repeated measures design. The stimulus consisted of 1/f a random noise (a = 1.0) and of varied ranges of spatial frequency (from six octaves to a single-spatial frequency) and orientation (from a 45°band of orientations to a single orientation). The perceptual strength of the 16 levels of content bandwidth was measured with a suprathreshold matching procedure at orientations of 0°( vertical), 45°oblique, 90°and 135°oblique. Thus the perceptual anisotropy was measured for content from broadband to highly narrowband, allowing us to assess the narrowness of incremented stimulus content that produces an oblique effect, and the breadth of the broadband stimulus content needed to produce a horizontal effect.
Experiments 1 and 2 were designed to measure the anisotropy for these bands of spatial frequency and orientation content either in isolation (Experiment 1) or in the context of 1/f a background content similar to that observed in natural scenes (Experiment 2). Thus the stimuli of different bands of content were either assessed alone (Experiment 1) or as an increment on a pedestal of isotropic 1/f a noise. Conducting both of the experiments allowed an examination of how the ''salience'' of the incremented test stimulus content was affected when the breadth of that content was varied in isolation, or when presented within noise possessing content presumed to activate all simple-cell filters in striate cortex.
Stimulus generation
This section describes the general methodology used for stimulus generation for both experiments, the only difference between the stimulus generation for Experiments 1 and 2 was that for Experiment 1, the portions of the amplitude spectra of the 1/f a noise patterns falling outside of the passband of the amplitude filter were set to zero.
The software platform used to create all of the stimuli was MATLAB version 6.5 with accompanying image and signal processing toolboxes (versions 4.0 and 6.1, respectively). The stimuli for the current experiment consisted of 512 · 512 pixel, broadband 1/f a visual noise patterns. These patterns were constructed in the Fourier domain by combining a random phase matrix (created by randomly assigning values in the range of Àp to p to a 512 · 512 matrix, while ensuring the random phase spectra possessed odd-symmetry) and an isotropic amplitude spectrum of appropriate dimensions with a 1/f a fall-off that is characteristic of natural scenes. For practical reasons, only five noise patterns were used, and in their unaltered state, possessed the same normalized mean (grayscale value 0.5) and an r.m.s. contrast of $0.15 in the spatial domain. The filter used for altering the amplitude spectra consisted of the triangular ''wedge'' or ''bow-tie'' filter that was utilized by Essock et al. (2003) , which can be generally expressed as:
where /(f i , h j ) specifies the spatial frequency and orientation polar coordinates of the filter, respectively, I SC is the increment scalar which controls the magnitude of the triangle filter's peak, f Band specifies the width of the filter along the frequency axis, h Band specifies the width of the filter along the orientation axis, h Central indicates the central orientation (in degrees) at which the peak of the triangle filter is located, and T FILT represents the triangle filter itself. The above equations function well when h Central is within [45°, 180°] , and specify only one-half of the ''bow-tie'' which can be mirrored to the other half of the spectrum (with the exact position of the peak depending on h Central ). It is important to ensure that both sides are aligned at the DC component. In addition, the output values of the triangle component were scaled such that the peak corresponded to I SC . The magnitude of the triangle filter used in Experiment 1 was determined by selecting a scalar value greater than zero. Applying the scalar value to the triangle filter resulted in a triangular function with a peak equal to the value of the scalar which was linearly ramped from the peak (i.e., the magnitude of the filter) down to zero along the h dimension in polar coordinates across each half of the selected orientation bandwidth, centered on one of the nominal orientations (0°, 45°, 90°or 135°), for all spatial frequencies, f, below the Nyquist limit (the DC component was not included). For both experiments, the extent of the increment refers to the number of spatial frequencies included in the filter as well as its orientation bandwidth, as indicated by the parameters h Band , and f Band . The specific filter extents used in both experiments are illustrated in Fig. 1 (for one orientation), and listed explicitly in Table 1 (note that the spatial layout of Table 1 is identical to the spatial layout of Fig. 1 ). Orientation was referenced in the Fourier domain, thus 0°refers to a vertical increment in the spatial domain. Because of the high likelihood of sampling error at the lower spatial frequency range of the amplitude spectrum (refer to Hansen & Essock, 2004 for further details), in the conditions where spatial frequency is the constraining dimension, only the higher spatial frequencies were examined (i.e., the upper bound of the range was fixed at 16 c/deg). One benefit of this approach is that it allowed for the current pair of experiments to determine if human participants show an oblique effect for the conditions where the increment was applied to the higherspatial frequencies only. For each orientation in a given condition of Experiment 1, the magnitude of the increment was varied in equal step sizes for the psychophysical procedure, with the scalar values ranging from 0 (no visible content) to a scalar value that yielded no more than saturation of $20% of the pixels in the spatial domain. For Experiment 2, the magnitude of the triangle filter increment ranged from 1.0 (no content increment) to a scalar value that yielded no more than $20% saturation of the pixel values in the spatial domain. That is, no more than 20% of the pixels in the test patterns at the extremes of the range of scalars used in the both experiments fell outside the 0-1 pixel value range (it is worth noting that perceptual matches rarely consisted of patterns possessing significant pixel value saturation, c.f. Knill, Field, & Kersten, 1990; Webster & Miyahara, 1997) . Again, the only difference between the stimuli used in Experiments 1 and 2 is that, for Experiment 1, all amplitude coefficients that fell outside the pass-band of the triangle increment filter were set to zero, and for Experiment 2, all amplitude coefficients that fell outside the pass-band of the triangle increment filter were left unaltered. Filtered noise patterns were generated prior to the experiments which included an extensive range of equal step increment magnitudes for each of the four nominal orientations. After triangle increment filtering the amplitude spectra in the Fourier domain, the stimuli were rendered in the spatial domain by inverse Fourier transforming each of the increment filtered amplitude spectra with their respective phase spectra. In order to eliminate the square outline of the resultant images, the stimulus patterns were fit with a circular 'edge-blurred' window which ramped the stimulus pixel values down to the normalized mean (i.e., 0.5 corresponding to 40 cd/ m 2 -with the extent of the ramp subtending 0.23°visual angle). Reference-stimulus patterns (possessing the same phase spectra as the patterns described above) were also constructed (refer to the General Fig. 1 . A 16-cell matrix where each cell contains an example of the triangle filter at an exemplar orientation limited in either spatial frequency, orientation or both. Each cell depicts a broadband amplitude spectrum weighted with the triangle increment filter extent controlled by the f Band and h Band parameters for Experiment 2. Note that the same parameter settings were also used in Experiment 1, only the area outside the triangle filter's pass-band were set to zero.
Psychophysical Paradigm section for further details regarding these patterns) for each of the 16 conditions of both experiments. Unfortunately, the fact that the different triangle filter extents covered different ranges of the amplitude spectra (i.e., the area under the different filter extents was not equal) necessitated that different reference increments be used (i.e., larger scalars were used for smaller filter extents and smaller scalars were used for larger filter extents). The magnitudes of the reference stimulus scalars were chosen to assure that the perceived magnitude of the incremented content in the spatial domain was equivalent, and was assessed prior to conducting both experiments. The central orientation of the reference stimuli was 22.5°or 112.5°, however, due to sampling issues in the Fourier domain (see Hansen & Essock, 2004 for details), centering the triangle filter at those orientations would have caused non-symmetric increments with respect to orientation at the lower-spatial frequencies. In order to address this issue, the central orientation of the triangle increment filter was set to either vertical or horizontal and the monitor upon which they were displayed was rotated 22.5°rightward of vertical. The above methods for test-stimulus generation are exactly those that were implemented in previously published studies by Essock et al. (2003) and Hansen and Essock (2004) , refer to Fig. 2a and b for further details of the filtering process used to create the stimuli for Experiments 1 and 2, respectively.
General psychophysical paradigm 2.2.1. Apparatus
The ''reference'' or ''standard'' stimuli were presented on a 21in. monitor (Trinitron Model P1130) that was mounted onto a platform which allowed the monitor to be rotated and fixed 22.5°rightward of vertical. The ''test'' stimuli were presented on a level 21in. SGI 420C monitor. The distance between the centers of the two monitors was 60 cm (13.2°v isual angle). To eliminate edge contours from the room and monitor bezels, a single black circular mask subtending 27°visual angle with two circular stimulus apertures, each subtending 5.8°visual angle (centered around both the reference and test patterns) was fit to the monitors. Resolution for both monitors was set at 800 · 600, the frame rate of the Sony Trinitron monitor was 100 Hz, and was 120 Hz for the SGI 420C monitor. Both monitors had a maximum luminance of 80 cd/m 2 , and were calibrated with a IL1700 photometer (International Light) to have a linear output. The central portion of each monitor was at eye level of the seated observers. Both monitors were driven by a Dell Pentium IV PC (2.61 GHz processor) with a dual monitor graphics card (nVidia) with 8-bit grayscale resolution. During the experiments, the room lights were turned off, thus eliminating any influence of external room contours (all interior walls and ceiling of the room were painted black). A chin-and-forehead rest was utilized in order to eliminate any head movements. Participants were seated 2.57 m from the displays, and were aligned with the center of the circular mask.
Participants
Nine people (21-35 years of age) participated in both experiments in the current study. Seven of the nine were naïve as to the purpose of the experiments. All had normal or corrected to normal vision. A series of vision tests were carried out to assure that participants did not have any uncorrected astigmatism. Institutional Review Board-approved informed consent was obtained. In order to familiarize the participants with the experiments, practice sessions were provided. The naïve participants were paid for their participation.
Psychophysical methodology
The psychophysical paradigm for Experiments 1 and 2 consisted of a suprathreshold matching procedure (method of adjustment; e.g., Falmagne, 1986) which followed very closely the methodology utilized by Essock et al. (2003) . Briefly, this procedure involved presenting two laterally displaced patterns. On the left was a reference-stimulus pattern that possessed a fixed increment magnitude at either 22.5°or 112.5°and on the right was a test pattern that possessed a variable increment magnitude at one of the four nominal orientations, where the orientation (0°, 45°, 90°o r 135°) and starting increment magnitude were determined randomly from trial-to-trial. On any given trial, observers were allowed to adjust the magnitude of the increment present in the amplitude spectra of the test pattern in order to make a perceptual match to the magnitude of the fixed increment present in the amplitude spectrum of the reference pattern via keypress (refer to Fig. 3 for further details) . Although the same phase spectra were used to construct the reference and test patterns, on any given trial the phase of the reference and test patterns did not match. Observers were instructed to match the amount of oriented content in the test pattern in order to make a perceptual match to the amount of oriented content present in the reference pattern regardless of orientation. In essence, the participants were matching the perceived strength of orientation content contrast in the reference and test patterns (i.e., they were matching the amount of perceived contrast of the oriented components that they saw, not amount in the sense of bandwidth; which they could not vary). In order to ensure that the participants were not performing the task locally (i.e., 'locally' in the space domain), participants were asked to match the oriented content with respect to the entire pattern and not just the local areas (i.e., they were to assess the global, overall, orientation contrast). Within each condition, observers made 40 matches (10 per nominal orientation, with five per each of the two standard orientations). Each condition was repeated four times (a) From left to right, the isotropic amplitude spectrum (a = 1.0), the amplitude spectrum weighted by the triangle filter described in the text with the area outside of the filter's pass-band set to zero (3D plot of that filtering process is shown at the top) which was then combined with the random phase spectrum (shown at the bottom) during the inverse fast Fourier transform. Next is an example of the spatial pattern with a broadband increment at the 45°orientation in the absence of a broadband background, followed by an illustration of the same pattern fit with the edge-'blurred' circular window described in the text. on different days, with all conditions randomized (totaling 160 perceptual matches per condition), with four conditions being carried out per day.
For both experiments, a total of 32 days were required to complete both experiments (in addition to practice trials).
Statistical analysis
The analysis of the data obtained from both Experiments 1 and 2 first involved transforming the raw data into ratios (test increment scalar to reference increment scalar). The primary reason for taking this ratio was to compensate for the different reference scalar values that had to be selected for the different bandwidth conditions (see Section 2.1). Values above 1.0 indicate that the incremented content in the test pattern was less salient relative to the reference pattern incremented content and values below 1.0 indicate that the incremented content in the test pattern was more salient relative to the standard pattern incremented content.
The planned comparisons that were carried out included examining the interactions of the different patterns of results for each condition as additional spatial frequencies or orientations were incremented. The interactions were examined in the context of whether or not perceptual matches were made in the presence of a broadband noise background (Experiment 1) or presented alone (Experiment 2). The planned comparisons were as follows. (1) Between the two experiments, a three-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used for the data obtained from each of the 16 conditions of both experiments in order to determine whether or not the presence/absence of a broadband noise ''pedestal'' changed the overall pattern of results observed in each of the 16 conditions for both experiments. Thus, the three-way interaction (background typeby-increment extent-by-orientation) was examined. (2) Within each experiment, the overall effect of the triangle filter extent on the perceptual matches of the four orientations was examined with a two-way repeated measures ANOVA in order to determine whether or not a significant interaction between the 16 different conditions was present. (3) Within each experiment, the results from the 16 different conditions were subjected to two-way repeated measures ANOVAs by grouping the data with respect to: (3a) each of the four different spatial frequency filter extents where orientation was allowed to vary (in order to determine whether the pattern of results in those conditions interacted significantly as a function of increasing numbers of incremented orientations) and, (3b) the four different orientation bandwidth filter extents where spatial frequency was allowed to vary. The reason for that comparison was to determine if the pattern of results in those conditions interacted significantly as a function Fig. 3 . Diagram representing what the participants were adjusting when making their suprathreshold matches. On the left is a 3D representation of an amplitude spectrum for the spatial noise pattern shown underneath (note that the spectrum has been made to be flat in order to better show the magnitude of the triangle increment). The raised triangular portion of that spectrum is a result of the triangle increment filter that was assigned a scalar value of 1.3. The noise pattern on the left is an example of one of the standard patterns containing oriented structure (resulting from the triangle filter increment) to which participants were asked to make a perceptual match by adjusting the amount of the oriented structure in the test pattern. On the right are three examples of a given test noise pattern with triangle increments varying in magnitude (i.e., scalar magnitude). Thus, while the participants were matching the amount of oriented bias in the noise patterns in the spatial domain, in the Fourier domain they were matching the magnitudes of the triangle increment of the test to the standard. (Note: The spatial stimuli have not been gamma corrected.) of increasing numbers of incremented spatial frequencies. (4) Also of importance is the comparison of the data as grouped by spatial frequency (3a) and orientation (3b) between the no-background and background experiments in order to determine whether or not the interaction across the rows or columns [i.e., the groups of data as described in parts (3a) and (3b) stated above] in the no-background condition interacts significantly with the same grouped data from the 1/f a background condition. The fundamental reason for examining this relationship was to determine if the change in the pattern of results for the four conditions of each group (i.e., a change from an oblique effect pattern to a horizontal effect pattern) differed as a function of background type (i.e., broadband noise absent or present). Such an analysis is important in determining whether or not the presence/absence of the broadband background affected the predicted shift from an oblique effect in the conditions exhibiting an oblique-effect pattern of results to the conditions exhibiting a horizontal effect pattern of results. (5) Lastly, the data obtained from each of the conditions within each experiment were subjected to one-way repeated measures ANOVAs in order to determine if the perceptual matches for the four different orientations within each condition differed significantly, followed up with paired t-tests examining the differences between the horizontal ratios and the average of the oblique ratios in order to determine where a significant horizontal effect is observed.
Results
The results from the 16 different suprathreshold matching conditions of Experiment 1 and 2 are plotted in Fig. 4 averaged across all of the nine participants. The spatial layout of this figure is identical to the spatial layout of Table 1 (and Fig. 1 ) with respect to triangle increment filter extent. Notice that in each row, spatial frequency bandwidth is held constant and in each column, orientation bandwidth is held constant, with bandwidth increasing from lower left to upper right. On the ordinate of each inset graph is the averaged test-to-reference increment magnitude ratio and on the abscissa are the four different test orientations for which the participants made perceptual matches. Since it was necessary to take the ratio between the reference scalar and test scalar (i.e., Section 2.1), an oblique effect anisotropy would show elevated ratios for both oblique orientations relative to the Table 1 . Specifically, the results from condition 1 are plotted in the graph at the bottom left of the graph matrix, condition 16 results plotted in the graph located at the top right of the matrix, etc. On the ordinate of each graph is the average ratio of the test increment scalar (i.e., the value participants indicated as being perceptually equivalent to that of the reference) to the reference increment scalar (error bars are ±1 SEM, averaged within and then across subjects). Note that values greater than 1.0 indicate poor perceived magnitude. On the abscissa are the four test orientations.
cardinal orientations, and a horizontal effect anisotropy would show elevated horizontal ratios relative to the oblique orientations (with vertical being intermediate). The results (Fig. 4) show a modest oblique effect occurring where the content was narrowband (lower left corner) and the horizontal effect was observed where the content was broader (upper right corner). The oblique effect anisotropy blends into a horizontal effect (obliques best, horizontal worst) as either the extent of orientation (from a single orientation, far left, to 45°, far right) or the extent of spatial frequency (from a single spatial frequency, bottom row, to $6 octaves, top row) increases. With these orientation and spatial frequency values, however, an increase of the bandwidth of both is required to create a clear horizontal effect. The following sections report the results of the statistical analyses mentioned in Section 2.3.
Planned comparisons: The interaction across all conditions
In order to examine the interaction across all conditions for each experiment, a16 · 4 (16 different increment extents by four different orientations) two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was carried out. The interactions in both Experiment 1 (F (45,360) = 4.26, p < .001) and Experiment 2 were significant (F (45,360) = 5.95, p < .001), indicating that there were significant differences in the patterns of data across the four orientations between the 16 different conditions for each experiment.
Planned comparisons: Spatial frequency/orientation bands interactions
The next analysis involved grouping the data from the 16 different conditions with respect to: (1) Each of the four different f Band parameter settings where the h Band parameter settings were allowed to vary and (2) with respect to the four different h Band parameter settings where the f Band parameter setting was allowed to vary. Thus, the two analyses examined whether or not there was a significant interaction across the four conditions within each of the four rows of For the planned comparisons of the interactions between orientation bands where f Band was held at a constant spatial frequency range, and h Band was allowed to vary (e.g., h Band = 1 orientation; h Band = 5°; h Band = 20°; h Band = 45°) for both experiments are shown in Table 2 . For the planned comparisons of the interactions between spatial frequency bands where h Band was held at a constant spatial frequency range, and f Band was allowed to vary (e.g., f Band = 16, [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] for both experiments are shown in Table 3 . In general, there was a significant Table 2 F-ratios and observed significance for the planned comparisons of the interactions between spatial frequency bands where f Band was held at a constant spatial frequency range, and h Band was allowed to vary (e.g., h Band = 1 orientation; h Band = 5°; h Band = 20°; h Band = 45°) for both experiments Note: Non-significant observations are indicated by gray text. Table 3 F-ratios and observed significance for the planned comparisons of the interactions between orientation bands where h Band was held at a constant spatial frequency range, and f Band was allowed to vary (e.g., f Band = 16 cpd; f Band = 12-16 cpd; f Band = 8-16 cpd;f Band = 0.2-16 cpd for both experiments)
Note: Non-significant observations are indicated by gray text.
effect of increasing h Band for all f Band settings in both experiments (with the exception of h Band = 5°for Experiment 2) and there was a significant effect of increasing h Band for all f Band settings in both experiments (with the exception of f Band = 16 cpd for Experiment 1).
Planned comparisons: Interactions between each condition
Since the overall interaction between all conditions of the current experiment was significant (Section 3.1.1), the next set of statistical analyses involved examining whether or not the differences between the four test orientations within each condition were significant. Thus, the data from each condition were subjected to separate one-way repeated measures ANOVAs. The results of this analysis for Experiments 1 and 2 are shown in Tables 4a and 5a , respectively. In both of those tables, it is clear that the effect of orientation of the test patterns is significant for most conditions in the first column or top row, with the one exception being condition 10. In order to test the significance of the horizontal effect, individual paired t-tests were carried out which compared the difference between horizontal and the average of the oblique orientations, the results of which are shown in Tables 4b and 5b along with the effect size (Cohen, 1988) for each comparison. For both experiments, a significant horizontal effect was observed in the conditions where f Band and h Band were relatively broad. The significant effects observed for the conditions with narrower filter extents (but not narrowest extents) appear to indicate the presence of the oblique effect anisotropy (c.f., Fig. 4) . It is interesting to note that the oblique effect anisotropy is relatively weak (i.e., effect sizes) for the narrowest increment extents along the left-most column and bottom-most row of Fig. 4 , becoming stronger as either f Band (left-most column) or h Band (bottom-most row) were Table 4b Results of paired t-tests (t values, their observed significance, and effect size as assessed by Cohen's d) the planned comparisons between the horizontal test-to-reference scalar ratios and the average of both oblique ratios for Experiment 1 increased (an issue currently under further investigation and will be reported in a subsequent report). The significant effects in the upper right cells provide support for the data patterns becoming more ''horizontal-effect-like'' as the increment bandwidth was further increased.
The interactions between Experiments 1 and 2
3.4.1. Planned comparisons: The overall interaction between Experiments 1 and 2 The first analysis that was carried out here was designed to test the significance of a global interaction between the two experiments (i.e., testing the effect of noise present vs. noise absent). Accordingly, 2 · 16 · 4 (two background types-by-16-different increment extents-by-four-different orientations) three-way repeated measures ANOVA was carried out. The result of this analysis revealed that the interaction between the two sets of data was indeed significant (F (45,360) = 3.08, p < .001) implying significant differences in the pattern of results between the two experiments resulting from the presence/absence of a noise background.
Planned comparisons: Individual interactions between the two experiments
Since the overall interaction between the data sets from the both experiments was significant (i.e., Section 3.2.1), the final set of statistical analyses for this section involved examining whether or not the pattern of results for each individual condition from the no-background-present experiment (Experiment 1) significantly interacted with their corresponding conditions in the background present experiment (Experiment 2). Thus, the data from each corresponding condition from Experiments 1 and 2 were subjected to a 2 · 4 (background type-by-test orientation) two-way repeated measures ANOVA. The results of this analysis are shown in Table 6 . It is clear from that table that the effect of the 1/f a background was not very large (i.e., only 4 of the 16 conditions showed a significant interaction), and seemed to have the largest effect when f Band was at its broadest ($6 octaves).
General discussion

Anisotropic local contrast normalization
Most of the contrast normalization models summarized in the Introduction model response normalization by dividing the activity of cortical units by the pooled activity of striate neurons tuned to many or all spatial frequencies and orientations. One implication of such a model is that the response of each neuron is altered equally (i.e., by the same pooled response). While such a mechanism would work well for adjusting neural responses to overall local image contrast, it would ignore large orientation-or spatial frequency-specific changes in the spatial make-up of content from one visual field region to the next.
A more ideal normalization mechanism would take into account the contrast in the local image content that is similar to a given neuron's tuning preferences (e.g., in orientation and spatial frequency). Several models mentioned in the Introduction do propose that contrast normalization is local in these dimensions (i.e., local in the Fourier domain). One model (Wainwright et al., 2001; ) achieves this by making the dynamic weights of the neural filters depend upon the extent to which two filters are jointly stimulated by a natural scene. Specifically, normalization is a function of the likelihood that one filter is stimulated relative to another filter in amounts that are typical of the response of that pair of filters when stimulated by a natural scene, and was represented in the w ij weighting component proposed by Wainwright et al. (2001) , refer to Eq. (2). Implementing this weight achieves two things: (1) it provides a localized (localized in the Fourier domain) contrast gain control, and (2) it serves to further ''whiten'' the neural representation of the image with respect to typical natural scene content.
However, given that there is strong evidence in the neurophysiological literature that there are relatively fewer neurons tuned to oblique orientations and most at horizontal, with an intermediate number at vertical, otherwise-identical image content at different orientations should produce a different amount of contribution to the normalization pool (specifically, most at horizontal, least at 45°and 135°). This inherent anisotropy in cortical response was incorporated into a gain control model that added an anisotropic weighting factor, termed o j , refer to Eq. 2 below Hansen & Essock, 2004) . This neurophysiological numerical bias (a horizontal effect of orientation preferences) was most clearly documented by Li et al. (2003) in a survey of about 4400 cat neurons, but is also apparent in the data of several other reports (Chapman et al., 1996; Chapman & Bonhoeffer, 1998; Coppola et al., 1998; Mansfield, 1974; Mansfield & Ronner, 1978; Tiao & Blakemore, 1976; Yu & Shou, 2000) . Thus, in addition to the w ij weighting component, we have proposed Hansen & Essock, 2004) an additional weighting component that represents the anisotropy of the gain pool suggested in the neurophysiological literature. The model can be expressed as:
where the response of output channel linear filter i (L i ), is half-wave rectified and then squared and the result is then divided by a weighted (o j ) sum of the rectified and then squared responses of the other linear filters, L j , which represents the total neural output at the jth orientation/spatial frequency in its respective 'neural neighborhood' (w ij ) plus an error term ðr 2 i Þ, and where R i represents the adjusted response of the output channel corresponding to i. Thus, speaking generally, the main dynamic gain control (normalization) comes from the division of L i , by the activity of its local striate neighborhood constrained in Fourier response space by weighting by the ''content-dependent'' or ''dynamic'' anisotropy that is represented by w ij which serves to make the gain pool for a given neuron local in the Fourier plane. The ''inherent'' neural population anisotropy, is represented by o j . In the current set of experiments, we measured the changes in the magnitude of the channel, L j , by assessing how broad the spatial content (with respect to orientation and spatial frequency) needed to be in order to produce psychophysical responses indicative of the activation of that component. Fig. 5 . Data re-plotted from Fig. 4 (refer to the text for details regarding the re-mapping of the data); (a) Experiment 1, (b) Experiment 2. Each plot shows the change in the test increment scalar to reference increment scalar ratios when h Band was held at a fixed width and the f Band parameter was varied from 16 cpd to $6 octaves (y-axis, bottom-left of each plot) for each of the four test orientations (x-axis, bottom-right of each plot). The darker shades correspond to lower suprathreshold sensitivity (i.e., test stimuli possessed higher perceived magnitude compared to the reference stimuli) and the lighter shades correspond to higher suprathreshold sensitivity (i.e., test stimuli possessed lower perceived magnitude compared to the reference stimuli).
Role of stimulus orientation and spatial frequency bandwidths in the oblique and horizontal effect perceptual anisotropies
The current data lend strong additional support for the inherent anisotropy in contrast normalization pooling mentioned above by demonstrating a strong horizontal effect when activity in the normalization pool is large, and no horizontal effect when the pooled contribution is minimal. When stimuli possessed very narrowband increments, the greater number of horizontal and vertical neurons that exist yield an oblique effect, reflecting the greater output across filters tuned to horizontal and vertical. In addition, when the background content is minimal, contrast gain control is therefore not significantly involved and the slightly greater number of horizontal neurons compared to vertical would be expected to result in visual performance that is best at horizontal, nearly as good at vertical, and lowest for obliques (rather than a strict oblique effect where vertical performance equals horizontal Fig. 6 . Data re-plotted from Fig. 4 (refer to the text for details regarding the re-mapping of the data); (a) Experiment 1, (b) Experiment 2. Each plot shows the change in the test increment scalar to reference increment scalar ratios when f Band was held at a fixed width and the h Band parameter was varied from one orientation to a 45°bandwidth (y-axis, bottom-left of each plot) for each of the four test orientations (x-axis, bottom-right of each plot). The darker shades correspond to lower suprathreshold sensitivity (i.e., test stimuli possessed higher perceived magnitude compared to the reference stimuli) and the lighter shades correspond to higher suprathreshold sensitivity (i.e., test stimuli possessed lower perceived magnitude compared to the reference stimuli). performance). We suggest that the greater response at horizontal compared to vertical is very small and thus is not typically observed in measurement of grating contrast sensitivity and resolution acuity. However, when this small bias for each of many spatial frequencies is accumulated across a broadband target, the horizontal/vertical difference becomes apparent (refer to the bottom plots in, Figs.7a and b where the magnitude of this consistent horizontal-vertical difference in contrast gain is shown across the breadth of broadband content). We have reported results showing this ''horizontal effect'' as opposed to a ''reverse oblique effect'' several times with a variety of stimuli (DeFord et al., 2002; Essock et al., 2003; Hansen et al., 2003; 2004) ; usually the difference between horizontal and vertical is pronounced, but depending on the breadth and nature of the broadband content and test conditions, can be subtle. Similarly, Wilson et al. (2001) have reported an ''inverse oblique effect'' with translational-glass patterns Fig. 7 . Data re-plotted from Fig. 4 , showing test increment scalar to reference increment scalar ratio differences between four different test orientation combinations (refer to the text for details regarding the re-mapping of the data). The specific comparisons include: Top left: The average of both cardinal orientations minus the average of both oblique orientations; top right: horizontal minus the average of both oblique orientations; bottom left: vertical minus the average of both oblique orientations; and bottom right: horizontal minus vertical. On the y-axis (bottom-right of each plot) are the different h Band parameter settings and on the x-axis (bottom-left of each plot) are the different f Band parameter settings. (a) Test orientation combination testincrement scalar to reference-increment scalar ratio differences for Experiment 1. (b) Test orientation combination-test increment scalar to referenceincrement scalar ratio differences for Experiment 2.
which possessed oriented dot-pair coherence. However, informal inspection of those translational glass patterns suggests greater salience at vertical than horizontal (and best at the obliques) as was measured in the current experiments. Any possible difference in the results of the two tasks is likely to be due to the fact that the dot-pair integration task is thought to be mediated ''downstream,'' perhaps area V2 (Wilson et al., 2001) , of the source of the striate contrast gain anisotropy considered here (V1). Furthermore, the pooling area for contrast response (presumably V1) is not bigger for oblique orientations (Essock, 1990) .
To give an overall picture of the general anisotropy changes across the orientation and spatial frequency changes, the data were re-plotted. First, the averaged data points (i.e., the test-to-reference scalar ratios) for each test orientation were taken from a given column (variable f Band width; Fig. 5 ) or row (variable h Band width; Fig. 6 ) of Fig. 4 and assigned to the same relative position in a 4 · 4 matrix. That is, the reference-to-test scalar ratios plotted in Fig. 4 were simply re-plotted in a different coordinate space. Next, bicubic interpolation was used to expand the number of points on this surface which were then plotted in a 3D coordinate system where the test orientations were plotted against either increasing f Band settings or increasing h Band settings. The resulting surface plots were grayscale coded (refer to the scale in both figures) where darker shades indicate lower suprathreshold sensitivity (i.e., test stimuli possessed higher perceived magnitude compared to the reference stimuli) and lighter shades indicating higher suprathreshold sensitivity (i.e., test stimuli possessed lower perceived magnitude compared to the reference stimuli). For example, the top left plot in Fig. 5 depicts the changes in perceived magnitude for each of the four-test orientations (plotted along the x-axis, i.e., bottom right axis) when h Band = 1 orientation, as a function of increasing f Band settings (i.e., shows the particular anisotropy along the y-axis-bottom left axis). Color renditions of these figures can be found at: http://www.louisville.edu/~eaesso01/. Apparent in Figs. 5 and 6 is that the horizontal neural numerical bias relative to vertical exists across a range of spatial frequencies. Specifically, for the h Band = 1 orientation, no-background plot (Fig. 5) horizontal shows a more rapid increase in perceived magnitude as f Band approaches broader values as compared to horizontal in the f Band = 16 cpd, no-background plot (Fig. 6) . Unfortunately, since different ranges of spatial frequencies and orientations were examined, a direct comparison is not possible. However, in both of those plots, the perceived magnitude of horizontal orientations shows a gradual decrease as either the f Band or h Band settings are increased, thus supporting the idea that the perceptual orientation bias is adjusted as a function of the relative number of striate neurons tuned to that orientation as defined by o j .
Regarding the changes in the vertical channel's responses in the noise-background experiment, a few observations stand out with respect to the changes in the weighting component associated with vertically tuned neurons in the 1/f a noise background experiment. As either the f Band or h Band settings are increased, the perceived magnitude of the vertical orientations increases-an observation not apparent in the no-background experiment (see also Fig. 4 ). This can most likely be attributed to an assumed increase in activity of the neural units tuned to near vertical orientations in the noise background condition. Thus, the relative increased level of activity of vertically tuned neurons, coupled with the additional activity of the vertically tuned neurons generated by larger amplitude increments of broader extent, might increase the strength of the input channel (i.e., L j ) for vertically tuned striate units, thereby reducing the perceived magnitude of vertical orientations. Again, if the perceived magnitude of vertical orientations was equally poor across all conditions of both Experiments 1 and 2, one could argue for a more fixed and global normalization adjustment.
In general, there was a modest oblique effect anisotropy that appeared to operate when the bandwidth of visual stimuli was fixed at a single component for a given dimension (orientation or spatial frequency) regardless of the bandwidth of the opposing dimension (i.e., across the bottom row or left-most column in Fig. 4) . The horizontal effect anisotropy on the other hand appears to operate when the spatial frequency and orientation content is intermediate and relatively broad with respect to both spatial frequency and orientation (i.e., P1-octave and P20°, respectively). This finding can be further demonstrated by differencing different test-orientation combinations of the scalar ratios and plotting the results in a similar space as Figs. 5 and 6 but with the differences plotted as a function of both f Band and h Band widths. The results are plotted in Fig. 7a and b for Experiments 1 and 2. Regardless of the presence of a noise background, the data in Fig. 7 show that horizontal was most elevated (i.e., reduced perceived magnitude) with respect to the obliques when f Band and h Band were fairly broad, and, in general, horizontal was always elevated with respect to vertical.
In sum, the present results demonstrate that the transition from human anisotropic performance being an oblique effect (where there are very few or only one Fourier component in the stimulus), to the anisotropy being a horizontal effect, is gradual. As either more image components of different orientations or different spatial frequencies are added, the horizontal effect becomes more pronounced and the oblique effect becomes less apparent.
